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We experimentally investigate the spontaneous emission (SE) rates of single InAs quantum dots

embedded in GaAs photonic nanowires. For a diameter leading to the optimal confinement of the

fundamental guided mode HE11, the coupling to HE11 dominates the SE process and an increase of the

SE rate by a factor of 1.5 is achieved. When the diameter is decreased, the coupling to this mode vanishes

rapidly, thus allowing the coupling to the other radiation modes to be probed. In these conditions, a SE

inhibition factor of 16, equivalent to the one obtained in state-of-the-art photonic crystals, is measured.

These results, which are supported by fully vectorial calculations, confirm the potential of photonic

nanowires for a nearly perfect, broadband SE control.
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Funneling a large fraction � of the spontaneous emis-
sion (SE) of an emitter into a single optical mode has long
been thought of as a powerful strategy for improving the
performance of optoelectronic devices, such as microlasers
or single-photon sources [1]. A first route to achieve this
ambitious goal consists of enhancing the vacuum fluctua-
tions associated with the mode of interest, so as to selec-
tively increase the SE rate into this mode. In the solid state,
this approach was first demonstrated by using the Purcell
effect that arises when an emitter is inserted into a resonant
optical microcavity [2]. In a seminal paper, Yablonovitch
proposed instead to suppress the SE into the ‘‘useless’’
optical modes by using a photonic band gap structure [3].
This approach is demanding, from both the conception and
fabrication points of view, because it requires a control
over a continuum of modes. Inhibition in the optical do-
main has been demonstrated in 3D-photonic materials [4];
however, the highest inhibition factor reported so far
(� 17) was measured in the more mature technology of
2D-photonic crystals [5]. Recent experiments have ex-
plored the nonresonant SE control provided by a wave-
guide defined in such a structure [6,7]. Of course, SE
enhancement and inhibition can be combined, as in a
gold-coated micropillar cavity [8] or in 2D-photonic crys-
tals with a point defect [9].

In this rich landscape, photonic nanowires are relatively
simple dielectric structures for which a broadband and
efficient SE control was predicted [10–13]. These mono-
mode waveguides, made of a high refractive index mate-
rial, ensure a tight lateral confinement of the guided mode
and simultaneously provide a strong screening of the other
modes. Experimentally, they were first introduced in a
pioneering work on high-� ring microlasers integrated on
a chip [10]. Very recently, a vertical geometry, optimizing

both the � factor and the light collection in the far field,
was introduced [13] to realize a highly efficient single-
photon source [14,15]. However, an experimental study of
the SE dynamics in these systems or any direct evidence of
SE inhibition is still lacking.
In this Letter, we use time-resolved photoluminescence

experiments to investigate the SE of a single InAs quantum
dot (QD) inserted in a cylindrical GaAs photonic nanowire.
Varying the wire diameter dramatically changes the SE rate
into the fundamental guided mode by several orders of
magnitude. When this mode is deconfined, the total SE rate
is dominated by the coupling to the continuum of radiative
modes. A strong SE inhibition, comparable to state-of-the-
art photonic band gap structures, is then directly evidenced.
When the mode is optimally confined, a significant SE
enhancement demonstrates the good coupling of the emit-
ter to the guided mode. These results that are supported by
3D fully vectorial computational results [16] confirm the
potential of photonic nanowires to funnel nearly all the SE
of an emitter into a single mode.
We first consider an infinitely long photonic nanowire

with a cylindrical section of diameter d. It is made of GaAs
(n ¼ 3:45) and is surrounded by a low-index air cladding
(nc ¼ 1). The structure always supports a fundamental
guided mode HE11 whose group index is denoted ng. The

mode lateral confinement is quantitatively described by
the effective surface area Seff ¼

RR
nðrÞ2jEðrÞj2d2r=max

½nðrÞ2jEðrÞj2�. The maximum SE rate into HE11 is ob-
tained for an emitter (supposedly pointlike, with a vacuum
wavelength �) having an in-plane dipole and located on
the wire axis:

�� m ¼ 2� 3

8�

ð�=nÞ2
Seff

ng
n
: (1)
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The bar indicates a normalization to �0, the SE rate in bulk
GaAs, and the factor of 2 accounts for the contribution of
the 2 counterpropagating HE11 modes supported by the
structure. This Purcell factor depends only on the wave-
guide properties and constitutes a figure of merit of the SE
enhancement in a waveguide. It is plotted in Fig. 1 against
the reduced wire diameter d=�. For d=� ¼ 0:235, an opti-
mal transverse confinement of the mode associated with
an increased group index [Seff ¼ 0:41� ð�=nÞ2 and ng ¼
1:55� n] results in an optimal emission rate ��m ¼ 0:9,
close to the bulk value.

The emitter is also coupled to a continuum of so-called
radiative modes and possibly to other guided modes, with a
total rate ��. The mode TE01, with a zero electrical field on
the wire axis, is guided by the structure for d=� > 0:230.
After HE11, HE21 is the second mode with a nonzero field
on the wire axis; it is present for d=� > 0:338. In the very
small diameter limit (d=� � 1) the coupling to the radia-
tive modes can be treated analytically and is found to be
independent of the emitter location [17]: �� ¼ 4=½nðn2 þ
1Þ2�. In a structure made of a high index material, the n�5

scaling indicates a very efficient screening of the radiative
modes that leads to a huge inhibition of the SE into these
modes ( �� ¼ 1=144 for GaAs). Quite remarkably, this
large effect has not been observed before. To be complete,
the dipole orientation plays here a crucial role: If the dipole
is parallel to the wire axis, �� ¼ n�1 is much larger.

Photonic nanowires with a larger diameter also exhibit a
significant screening of the radiative modes. However, the
simple picture of the previous paragraph is no longer valid:
Both the magnitude and the spatial dependence of �� are
modified. To shed light on this important property, we first
numerically investigate the reciprocal problem, namely,
the screening of a single plane wave whose wave vector
and polarization are perpendicular to the wire axis. The
corresponding field maps are presented in Fig. 2 for three
critical diameters. When d=� is increased from 0.05 to
0.19, the field amplitude inside the structure increases
progressively but remains approximately uniform. When

d=� exceeds 0.19, the field amplitude becomes dependent
on the position inside the wire and the screening effect is
maximum in the vicinity of the wire axis. Figure 1 presents
the evolution of �� for an on-axis emitter for a wide range of
diameters, showing that �� < 0:075 for d=� < 0:29.
Self-assembled InAs QDs grown on GaAs are ideal

emitters for exploiting the appealing properties of photonic
nanowires for SE control. At cryogenic temperatures, they
typically display a nearly perfect radiative yield. Moreover,
the dipole associated to their fundamental optical transition
is perpendicular to the growth axis [18]. Defining wires
along this axis simultaneously guarantees an optimal cou-
pling to the guided mode and an efficient screening of the
other modes [13,14]. To provide direct experimental evi-
dence of the inhibition of SE into the continuum of radia-
tive modes, we propose utilizing the fast deconfinement of
HE11 as d=� is reduced; in an infinitely long photonic
nanowire, Fig. 1 shows that �� dominates the total SE rate
for d=� < 0:17.
The photonic wires under study are sketched in the inset

appearing in Fig. 4. To optimize the collection of light in
the far field, a modal mirror is integrated below the wire
and the upper tip features a conical taper that reduces the
divergence of the output beam. A self-assembled QD layer,
with a �300 �m�2 areal density, is located 80 nm above
the mirror (11-nm-thick SiO2 spacer and 250-nm-thick
gold layer). The ensemble luminescence peaks at
920 nm, with a 50 nm inhomogeneous broadening. Thus,
a 200-nm-diameter wire typically contains 10 randomly
located QDs. To allow for systematic studies, a series of
photonic wires with diameters varying by a fine 20-nm step
were fabricated. The actual wire diameter at the dot loca-
tion was measured with a �10-nm accuracy by using a
scanning electron microscope. More details on the fabri-
cation process can be found in Ref. [14].
Time-resolved microphotoluminescence (TRPL) experi-

ments are carried out at cryogenic temperature (5 K) in a
helium-flow cryostat. Carrier injection in the QDs is pro-
vided by a 200-fs pulsed Ti:sapphire laser, with a repetition
rate of 76 MHz. This laser beam, tuned at 820 nm, is
focused down to a 1:5-�m-diameter spot on the sample
with a microscope objective (N:A: ¼ 0:75), which also
collects the luminescence signal. The luminescence of
the exciton (X) line associated with a single dot is then

FIG. 1 (color online). Normalized SE rates into the HE11

modes, ��m, and into the other modes, ��, as a function of d=�.
The emitter, with an in-plane dipole, is located on the axis of an
infinitely long photonic nanowire. The arrows indicate the cutoff
of higher order guided modes.

FIG. 2 (color online). Screening of an incident plane wave by
photonic nanowires with various diameters. The figures are a
color map of jEx=Eincj, i.e., the amplitude of the electrical field
along x normalized to the amplitude of the incident field.
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spectrally filtered by a 310-mm focal length monochroma-
tor and detected by a silicon avalanche photodiode. The
instrument response of the setup, measured with the exci-
tation laser, presents a 300-ps FWHM associated with
the time jitter of the avalanche photodiode. To provide a
clean measurement of the X decay time, measurements
are conducted at low pumping power, well below the dot
saturation.

Figure 3 shows the TRPL decay of 2 dots (named QD1
and QD2, red curves) embedded in wires with d=� ¼
0:13� 0:01. The ensemble PL decay of the as-grown
sample (QDs 80 nm below the air-semiconductor interface)
serves as a reference. The data clearly show a dramatic
slowdown of the SE rate �. For a quantitative analysis, the
data are fitted to a monoexponential decay / expð��tÞ
convolved with the measured instrument response of
the setup (including the dark count level of the detector).
The as-grown sample decay is then 0:59 ns�1, which cor-
responds to �0 ¼ 0:71 ns�1, after correction of the inter-
ference effect due to the air-semiconductor interface [19].
In stark contrast, � ¼ 0:045 ns�1 (0:068 ns�1) for QD1

(QD2), leading to an inhibition factor ���1 ¼ 16 (10).
Similar performances are only achieved in state-of-the-
art, 2D-photonic crystals [5], which are much more com-
plex structures.

We now focus on larger wires to investigate the coupling
to HE11. Within the simple Fabry-Perot model developed

in Ref. [13], the reflection at the wire ends modifies ��m and
leaves �� unchanged. The conical taper suppresses the
reflectivity of the top facet [20], and the reflection on the
bottom mirror generates a standing-wave pattern between

the emitter and the mirror. Locating the emitter on a

longitudinal antinode of the field enhances ��m by a factor
(1þ jrmj), where jrmj is the modal reflectivity of the
mirror. In the sample, the emitters are precisely located
on the first antinode for d=� ¼ 0:258 [21].
The blue curves in Fig. 3 show the TRPL traces for two

dots embedded in a photonic nanowire with d=� ¼ 0:25�
0:01. The fastest dot (QD4) exhibits � ¼ 1:1 ns�1. The

corresponding SE enhancement factor, �� ¼ 1:5, is close to
the theoretical maximum value of 1.65 [13], expected for
an on-axis emitter. This result also constitutes evidence of
the high modal reflectivity of the integrated mirror. As the

emitter-axis distance x increases, ��m decreases, at a faster
pace than �� increases. As a consequence, some dots, such

as QD3, exhibit a normalized SE rate as low as �� ¼ 0:39.
To provide a comprehensive picture of SE in photonic

wires, we plot in Fig. 4 the measured normalized SE rate ��
of 60 QDs embedded in wires with various diameters. To
support the analysis, we have calculated the maximum and

minimum ��, shown with solid curves [22]. Two regimes
can be distinguished on this plot. Below d=� ¼ 0:16, the

SE is strongly inhibited and SE rates are quite uniform: �� is
dominated by ��, which is relatively independent of the QD
location in the wire section [see Fig. 2]. QD1 and 2 belong

to this limit. Above d=� ¼ 0:16, �� increases and shows
stronger variations associated to the spatial variations

of ��m and ��. The global agreement between theory and
experiments demonstrates a rather good understanding of
SE dynamics in photonic nanowires.
This demonstration of a very strong inhibition of SE into

the radiative modes, combined with a moderate enhance-
ment of SE into the guided mode, confirm the potential
of photonic nanowires to achieve �> 0:9 for on-axis
emitters. Next, we address the important question of the

FIG. 3 (color online). TRPL decay associated with the X
transition of single QDs embedded in photonic nanowires (loga-
rithmic vertical scale). QD1 and QD2 (QD3 and QD4) are
embedded in a wire with d=� ¼ 0:13� 0:01 (0:25� 0:01).
The trace Ref. is associated to the as-grown reference sample.
The lines are guides for the eye, and the decay rates are extracted
from the fitting procedure described in the text.

FIG. 4 (color online). Compilation of the measured decay rates
of 60 single QDs in photonic nanowires with various diameters.
The data are bounded by the calculated maximum and minimum
total SE rates (solid lines), obtained by varying the lateral
position of the emitter in the wire. Inset: Structure of the sample.
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robustness of � for off-axis emitters. Figure 5 presents the
calculated evolution of � in the (x=r; d=�) parameter
space, for an emitter having an in-plane, isotropic dipole.
For d=�� 0:21, one randomly located QD out of 15
experiences �> 0:9, and one QD out of 5 experiences
�> 0:8. Considering the areal density of the QDs, a wire
containing a dot with �> 0:9 is typically found after 2
tries. Contrary to cavity-based SE control, the spectral and
spatial distribution of self-assembled QDs is not a serious
limitation to achieve high �’s in a reasonable fraction of
the devices. Core-shell growth offers a promising, alter-
native route to fabricate photonic nanowires embedding
an exactly on-axis, single emitter. In that case, a thin wire
featuring a longitudinal heterostructure first realizes
the QD, and a subsequent lateral overgrowth provides the
optimal diameter for the photonic confinement [23,24].

Interestingly enough, the strong inhibition of the radia-
tive recombination that occurs for small diameters can be
used to determine the radiative efficiency � of the emitter.
Experimentally, � ¼ 45 �s�1 for QD1 (68 �s�1 for
QD2), which is larger than the theoretical 23 �s�1 SE
rate. This points toward a nonradiative recombination
channel, with a rate of 22 �s�1 (45 �s�1). Using the
0:71 ns�1 reference decay rate results in � ¼ 0:97 (0.94).
This analysis provides a confirmation of the high radiative
yield of QDs and shows that � is preserved in nanowires
with a diameter as low as 120 nm. For smaller wires, no
exploitable signal was found, likely because of the onset
of surface nonradiative recombinations [19]. Because of
these, let us mention that measuring � in nanowires pro-
vides a lower bound for the efficiency of QDs embedded
in bulk GaAs.

In conclusion, we have shown that photonic nanowires
provide a very strong inhibition of SE into the continuum
of radiative modes that lead to a very efficient funneling
of SE into the guided mode. These structures are thus
appealing candidates for the realization of efficient quan-
tum light sources such as sources of single photons or

entangled-photon pairs. Moreover, the marked inhibition
of the total SE rate obtained for ‘‘small’’ wires provides
a convenient tool to measure the radiative yield of the
embedded emitters.
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